



















EDWARD R. WOL POW 
Brookline, Mas sachusetts 
Our 26 letters allow 676 possible bigrams, and various searches 
have been made to find as many of these as possible in certain logologi­
cal categories, particularly at the beginning and at the end of words. 
What follows is an attempt at discovering as many as possible of the 
676 pairs straddling the hyphen in compound words. Webster 1 s Second 
Edition (NI2) viewed hyphenated words mor e fa vorabl y than Webste r' s 
Third (NI3). In spite of the tendency to drop hyphens from the newer 
edition. it appears that our newest words, as found in the Addendum to 
NI3, have a greater likelihood of hyphenation than even NI2 . 
In this article, I have not allowed (1) entries with more than one hy­
phen (for example, jack- in- the - pulpit) , (2) hyphenated pair s in which 
one member is only a single letter (for example, Susy-Q) tor (3) hy­
phenated pairs in an entry with extra words (for example, red-headed 
pine sawfly. Furthe rmo re, NI3 (and Addendum) wo rds we re used in 
p refe renee to NI2 wo rds. NI2 wo rds are noted with an * and NI3 Ad­
dendum words with a +. Eight proper names have been taken from 
the NI2 gazetteer. 
Since at most one pre-hyphen word was found to end in the letters J, 
o or V, these three lette rs have been omitted from the columnar tabula­
tion on the next four pages. Each column contains only 25 entries t for 
no post- hyphen words beginning with X were found. The only pre-hyphen 
words that I found ending in J or Q are: 
Abauj-Terna* cinq-cents 
The editor has noted that hyphenated words are actually rather rare 
in normal English text. In fact, in the Kucera-Francis corpus of one 
million words sampled from books. magazines and newspapers printed 
in the United States in 1961, only ten appeared more than 20 times: 
39 long-range 26 anti-trust 23 anti-Semitism 
32 long- term 26 part-time 22 middle- class 
32 so-called 25 twenty-five 2 1 Anglo - Saxon 
24 full- time 
An eleventh word, Bang-J ensen, appeared 25 time s, all in a single 2000­
word sample. 






































































































kettle - bottomed 
face- cente red 
name-drop 
blue-eye 
white - faced 
vice - governor 
face-harden 
write- in 
knee - je rk+ 
vice-king 
face-Hft 




vice - queen, 
tree- ripe 
face- saver 


















































Ie af - climbing 
half- dollar 















,buff - tip 
self- under standing 

























































































































































north- northwe st 
psych- out+ 


























Dhu I 1-Q I adah 










































































a rm- twi sting + 
jam-up 





































water - jacket 












































glas s- eye 
grass-fed 
glass - glazed 
glass-hard 
eros s- index 
simpler I s- joy 




























































quarter-yearly rufous - yellow* light-year yackety 


























































































tu-chungI feu- duty 
limu- eleele 
eu- formI	 Chateau- Gontier* 
N eu- Hanno ve r * I 
Neu-Isenburg*
I Ulu- juz 

















I fifty- fi ve 
,I 





heavy-laden ~ ready-made fifty- nine 
fifty- one 
jiggery-pokery 
































topaz - colored* 
quartz - dior ite 
































s ix - w he e 1e r 
six-year* 
